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IPEVO is a whole new approach to classroom technology. We believe that 
classroom technology should allow educators to do more at a lower price.

IPEVO’s interactive teaching tools empower educators and teachers with radically affordable and 
compact technology that is simple, intuitive and flexible, so that precious time and resources can 
be wholly dedicated to teaching. As of December 2013, IPEVO products are used in 46,575 of all K-12 
schools in America.
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IS-01

IS-01

No whiteboard? No problem. The Interactive Whiteboard System, or IS-01, transforms most any flat surface into 
an interactive whiteboard. Pair IS-01 with a computer and projector, and in just a few simple steps you can draw 
and annotate on a projected "board" large enough for the entire class — up to 100″! Your drawings, gestures 
and highlights will all appear on the live image in real time. IS-01 is even compatible with a wide variety of 
software programs, meaning you'll be able to control what's on screen, just as if you were at the computer.  With 
its teacher-friendly operation and ease of use, IS-01 is sure to become a favorite in your classroom. 

The $149 Interactive Whiteboard
IS-01 Interactive Whiteboard System

Sensor Cam Interactive Pen$149

http://www.ipevo.com/is-01
Model no. 5-859-1-08-00
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Sensor Cam
· Effective Board Area: 40″ - 100″
· Effective Distance: About 3.7' - 13.1' (112 cm - 400 cm)
· Interface: Micro USB
· Dimensions (W x H x D): 1.9″ x 1.6″ x 3″ (48 x 40.4 x 

75.8 mm)
· Micro USB Cable Length: 6.56ft (200 cm)
· Weight: 2.5oz (72.5 g)

Interactive Pen
· Pen Trigger: Tip Sensor or Button Press
· Battery Type: AAA Battery x 2 pcs
· Dimensions (W x H x D): 7.9″ / Φ - 0.6″
· Weight: 0.85oz (24 g)

IS-01 ACCeSSorIeS

$79

http://www.ipevo.com/projection_screen
Model no. 5-138-1-8006

60-Inch Projection Screen with Magnetic Backing for IS-01 IWB System
Turns any flat surface into a whiteboard projection screen. No-hassle magnetic backing — easily affix to your 
existing whiteboard or magnetic surface; removal is just as easy. No glare! Unlike standard whiteboards, 
superior sharpness and contrast reduce unwanted glare. Affix screen to a wall or non-magnetic surface with 
high-strength bonding tape or velcro strips (not included). Use dry erase markers just as you would with a 
traditional whiteboard. Roll back up and transport with ease after you're finished; ideal for schools, offices, 
and conference rooms. Perfect companion to the IPEVO IS-01 Interactive Whiteboard System.

$24

http://www.ipevo.com/extension_wand
Model no. 5-862-3-08-00

Extension Wand for IS-01 IWB System
Attaches to the IS-01 Interactive Pen — now you can reach larger and higher screen surfaces. Point and 
present material without blocking the screen or the IS-01 Sensor Cam. Effectively extends the length of the 
IS-01 Interactive Pen from 7.9" (20cm) to 23.8" (60.5cm). Durable aluminum construction; simple one-step 
installation and removal. A great accessory for shorter learners; now everyone can participate
Note: The Extension Wand is an accessory for the IS-01 Interactive Whiteboard System, which is sold 
separately. *IS-01 sold separately

*IS-01 sold separately
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Accessories for IS-01

60" Projection Screen  
with Magnetic Backing 

Extension Wand  



· True 5.0-megapixel CMOS sensor
· Resolutions: 

Up to 1600 x 1200 wirelessly on iPad, PC or Mac 
Up to 2592 x 1944 directly connected to PC or Mac 

· Full autofocus lens
· Up to 2.2″ (5.5 cm) macro focus
· Up to 30 fps live video capture (at 640 x 480)
· USB 2.0 Video Class (UVC) interface
· iPad, Mac & Windows PC compatible
· Max shooting area: 12.4″ x 9.1″ (315 x 230 mm)
· LxWxH (when folded): 9.3″ x 2.2″ x 2.5″ (237 x 55 x 

63 mm)
· Weight: 1.25 lbs (566 g)
· USB extension cable length: 3.9ft (120 cm)
· Standard Compliance: 802.11 b/g/n
· Ports: USB 2.0 x2, RJ-45 x1
· Inputs: DC 5V 2A

The Wireless Doc Cam for iPad. iZiggi-HD — the document camera designed for iPad — is the next evolution 
in affordable doc cam technology from IPEVO. Traditional doc cams often need to be connected to a computer 
via USB. iZiggi-HD connects wirelessly to iPad and skips the computer to stream live, high-resolution images 
of documents, textbooks, handwritten notes, pictures, devices and 3D objects for teaching and presenting. So 
whether you're in the classroom, in the office, or anywhere else, iZiggi-HD is the best way to share material 
with iPad.

Unleash the Full Potential of iPad for Education
iZiggi HD Wireless Document Camera for iPad, PC and Mac

$159

http://www.ipevo.com/iziggi
Model no. 5-863-2-08-00
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Accessories for iZiggi

Scan Kit

IZIggI hd WIreleSS doCument CAmerA

Share and Present Like Never Before
Teachers are creating new ways to learn with iPad, and now you can take that learning even 
further. Stream multimedia materials wirelessly to iPad to increase engagement and interaction.

Expand Your Teaching Horizons
Interact with students at their desks, share artwork or essays for the class, or even take iZiggi-HD on 
a special field trip. For both individual and group sessions, iZiggi-HD gives you a wealth of options.

Designed for Hassle-Free Capture 
Because time should be spent on your lesson, not on fiddling with the camera, iZiggi-HD makes 
capture easy with a multi-jointed swing arm and swiveling head.

Stunning Real-Time HD Capture
A 5 Megapixel CMOS sensor delivers exceptional images for fine details and small text. Achieve 
resolutions of up to 1600 x 1200 pixels wirelessly and an incredible 2592 x 1944 when directly 
connected to PC or Mac.

Transform iPad into an Interactive Whiteboard
With the IPEVO Whiteboard app, you can draw and annotate directly onto your images. Augment 
lessons and put the attention right where it belongs, all with simple touchscreen controls.

PC and Mac Compatible
You can also use iZiggi-HD with your PC or Mac, either wirelessly or via wired USB connection. On 
your computer, IPEVO Presenter software delivers even more practical customizations and features.
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High-Resolution Wireless Video 
Live streaming on iPad, PC or Mac

Multi-jointed swing-arm 
Adjust height and angle for 
customized capture

IPeVo Whiteboard 

download and install software

For iPad
IPeVo Presenter 

www.ipevo.com/presenter

For PC or mac



· True 5.0 Megapixel CMOS sensor
· Full autofocus lens
· 6x digital zoom
· Up to 30fps live video capture (at 640x480)
· USB 2.0 Video Class (UVC) interface
· Mac & Windows PC compatible
· Max shooting area: 13″ x 9.6″ (330 x 245 mm)
· L x W x H: 3.54″ x 3.54″ x 10.24″ (90 x 90 x 260 mm)
· Weight: 2.2lbs (985 g)

The Dual Mode Doc Cam. The VZ-1 HD doc cam puts the choice in your hands for teaching, demonstrations and 
presentations — no computer required. Use a VGA connection to stream high-def live images directly to your 
projector, or connect to PC or Mac via USB. With its combination of affordability, ultra-intuitive operation, and 
light weight, VZ-1 HD holds a decisive edge over conventional standalone doc cams.

The Most Affordable Dual-Mode Document Cam
VZ-1 HD VGA/USB Dual-Mode Document Camera

$139

http://www.ipevo.com/vz-1
Model no. 5-861-2-08-00

Accessories for VZ-1 HD

WS-01 Wireless Station Scan Kit Magnifying Lens

270° Swivel Head, Perfect for Hands-On Learning
VZ-1 HD's multi-jointed swing-arm and swiveling head give you the freedom to place the camera 
anywhere you need it without the hassle of tightening knobs or otherwise locking the stand. VZ-1 HD's 
uncomplicated design ensures your time is spent on teaching, not on fiddling with controls.

Connect to Your Computer via USB
Turn VZ-1 HD into your own personal assistant by connecting to your computer via USB. Scan tests and 
worksheets, capture material for demonstrations, share educational apps on iPad and much more. You 
can also take advantage of IPEVO Presenter software, which is packed with additional features and 
image customizations.

Direct Projection Without the Clutter
VZ-1 HD captures documents and live images and sends them directly to your projector — no computer 
required. VZ-1 is also compatible with most TVs and monitors with a VGA input. Easily share documents, 
textbooks, artwork, 3D objects, and devices with digital screens. 

High-Def Capture, Swing-Arm Convenience
VZ-1 HD features a 5.0 Megapixel camera and offers a range of high-definition resolutions — up to 
2592 x 1944 pixels on PC or Mac, and 1920 x 1080 pixels using VGA. And with the camera's special 
multi-jointed swing-arm, it's never been easier to adjust your shot and capture your subject in 
stunning detail.

Single Focus Brings iPad to Life
The Single focus mode of VZ-1 HD is ideal for demoing educational apps on the iPad. Capture hand 
gestures, drawing, writing, and all types of interactions without having to worry about focus.

Small Footprint, Big Impact
VZ-1's small footprint allows you to do more with a limited amount of space. Its base won't take up 
too much of your desk, and the unit can be folded together and transported between home and office 
or between classrooms.

VZ-1 hd duAl-mode doCument CAmeA
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Sharp Focus, Your Way
Choose between Single (S) and 
Continuous (C) focus modes. Keep your 
subject sharp whichever way you prefer

Built-in LED Light
Casts a powerful, even light on your 
subject, ideal in darkened classrooms 
and similar darker environments

Perfect Exposure, Every Time
Let VZ-1 HD find the best exposure 
for your subject, or manually adjust 
exposure with a simple toggle switch

Switch Resolutions with a Click
VZ-1 HD supports a variety of 
resolutions, all at the turn of a switch



Ziggi-hd Ziggi-hd

Ziggi-hdPoint 2 ViewVZ-1 hd Ziggi-hdPoint 2 ViewVZ-1 hdiZiggi hd Wireless

· Custom zippered carrying case for your Ziggi-HD USB Document Camera
· Special foam cutouts keep Ziggi-HD firmly in place for transport and storage
· Made with a tough, stain-resistant nylon exterior
· Weighs only 5.3oz (150g) — just as portable as Ziggi-HD
· Back pocket holds Ziggi-HD's Anti-Glare Shield

Carrying Case for Ziggi-HD USB Document Cam

$19

http://www.ipevo.com/ziggi_case
Model no. A-852-2-08-00

· Add extra height to your Ziggi-HD document camera; capture larger documents 
than ever

· Ziggi-HD becomes high enough to capture an entire A3 / tabloid-sized 
document (11" x 17")

· Increased versatility — capture entire docs and close-up details, all from the 
same height

· Safe and sturdy construction keeps Ziggi-HD secure at any angle
· Compact stand folds up flat for easy transport and storage — take it on the go

Height Extension Stand for Ziggi-HD USB Document Cam

$24

http://www.ipevo.com/ziggi_stand
Model no. 5-857-2-08-00

doC CAmS And ACCeSSorIeS

$94

http://www.ipevo.com/ziggi
Model no. 5-849-2-08-00

Ziggi-HD USB Document Camera
A Thousand Words. Ziggi-HD captures printed material — as well as digital curriculum with iPads and other 
devices — for sharing with the whole class in real time via a computer and a projector. Features a variety of 
high-def settings up to 2592 x 1944. Its 270° swivel head and multi-jointed stand are ideal for capturing flat 
documents quickly, effortlessly, and with perfect alignment.

*Ziggi-HD sold separately*Ziggi-HD sold separately

Accessories for Ziggi-HD

· Upright support for faster, more convenient capture
· Mount documents, books, iPads, receipts, business cards, and more
· Project teaching materials and swap them quickly and easily
· Can also be used to aid in digital magnification and text enlargement
· Eliminates unwanted glare and camera shadow
· Note: This item is intended to be used with an IPEVO document camera, which 

is sold separately

Scan Kit for IPEVO Document Cams

$29$69

http://www.ipevo.com/scan_kit
Model no. 5-856-2-08-00

WS-01

· Stream live images from VZ-1, Ziggi or P2V to your iPad
· Wi-Fi convenience — your IPEVO doc cam is now wireless
· With the free IPEVO Whiteboard app, your iPad becomes a portable 

smartboard for teaching
· Use Apple TV Airplay to project live action onto the big screen
· Versatile data storage; use as an SD card reader and USB disk drive
· Also works on Mac & PC — robust IPEVO Presenter software with an image 

capture toolkit

Wireless Station for iPad and USB Document Cams WS-01

http://www.ipevo.com/ws-01
Model no. 5-855-2-08-00

doC CAmS And ACCeSSorIeS

$69

http://www.ipevo.com/p2v
Model no. CDVU-03IP

Point 2 View (P2V) USB Document Camera
Image Magic. 2.0 Megapixel USB document camera captures docs, pics, textbooks, objects and more. Mobile, 
affordable solution for presentations and interactive e-learning. Feather light, ultra-portable, and hundreds 
or even thousands less than conventional document cameras. Unique multi-jointed stand keeps camera at 
any distance and angle. Macro mode for razor-sharp close-ups. 

Accessories for Point 2 View

*IPEVO doc cams  
sold separately

Carrying Case

WS-01 Wireless Station

Height Extension Stand

Scan Kit

Carrying Case

Microscope Adapter

WS-01 Wireless Station

Height Extension Stand

Magnifying Lens

Scan Kit
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Point 2 ViewPoint 2 View

Point 2 ViewPoint 2 View VZ-1 hd

· Gives Point 2 View extra height for capturing larger documents and objects
· Heavy-gauge steel construction provides a sturdy and durable mount for the 

Point 2 View
· Effortless magnetic mounting — Just attach stand to base, adjust camera, and 

capture
· Hinged stand folds flat for maximum portability
· Perfect for your own classroom or office, or as a smart gift for a Point 2 View 

owner

Height Extension Stand for P2V USB Document Cam

$24

http://www.ipevo.com/p2v_stand
Model no. 5-831-2-01-00

· 2X magnification to bring tiny details to life with your Point 2 View or VZ-1 HD 
Document Camera

· Hold it flat against your subject; mounts on the front of the Point 2 View or 
VZ-1 HD camera body

· Art, science, history, or mathematics — you'll find dozens of uses for the 
Magnifying Lens

· Built-in LED light gives your subject the illumination it needs for projection
· Note: This is an accessory for the Point 2 View or VZ-1 HD camera. Camera sold 

separately 

$19

http://www.ipevo.com/p2v_magnifying_lens
Model no. 5-832-2-01-00

· Carrying case specifically designed to hold Point 2 View camera body and 
stand

· Velcro straps keep your Point 2 View and stand securely in place and damage-
free for travel

· Durable and stain-free nylon exterior can take punishment without punishing 
your camera

Carrying Case for P2V USB Document Cam

$19

http://www.ipevo.com/p2v_case
Model no. PGXB-01IP

· Attach your Point 2 View camera to the microscope eyepiece to share with the 
whole class

· Four flexible adapters in total to fit the majority of microscopes
· Adapters for both straight eyepieces and angled (reflected) eyepieces
· Fits both 28mm- and 33mm-diameter eyepieces

Microscope Adapter for P2V USB Document Cam

$19

http://www.ipevo.com/p2v_microscope_adapter
Model no. A-854-2-08-00

ACCeSSorIeS For  doC  CAm

Magnifying Lens for P2V and VZ-1 HD Document Cam

*Point 2 View sold separately*Point 2 View sold separately

*IPEVO Doc Cams sold separately*Point 2 View sold separately

· Voice chat conferencing to make remote teaching and meetings simple
· Plug-and-play, USB-powered for Mac and PC
· Compatible with a wide variety of chat and conference applications like Skype, 

iChat, Google Talk and Hangout, GoToMeeting and many more
· High-quality, 16-bit Digital Signal Processor with full duplex for superior sound
· Background noise filtering and echo cancellation to further enhance sound 

quality
· 360 degrees of speaking freedom, and voice range of 5 meters (5.4 yards)

X1-N6 Internet Conference Station

$139

http://www.ipevo.com/x1n6
Model no. CDCA-01IP

· No more wires! Wirelessly project multiple PC or Mac computer screens
· 4-in-1 split screen mode to simultaneously project up to four desktops
· Create a “Plug and Show” token to make projecting from any computer even 

easier
· Connect with a WiFi Access Point, and content from any computer on the 

network can be presented
· Supports high-speed, 30fps projection at SVGA (800x600), XGA (1024x768), 

WXGA (1280x768), and WXGA+ (1280x800) output resolutions

WPS Wireless Presentation System

$139

http://www.ipevo.com/wireless_presentation_system
Model no. 5-118-6-1001

· Project high-def content with PC or Mac
· Save time and simplify your setup in the classroom or conference room
· Project up to four computers at the same time
· Front USB ports for keyboard and mouse — conveniently control admin 

functions at a distance
· With Conference Mode, you are in control of what appears on screen
· Project content from any computer on the network

WPS-HD High Definition Wireless Presentation System

$199

http://www.ipevo.com/high_def_wireless_presentation_system
Model no. 5-138-2-8006

*HDMI cable not included

ACCeSSorIeS For teCh-enAbled ClASSroomS

· Charge four iPads at the same time using a single wall socket
· Great for conference rooms, classrooms, and any space with multiple iPads
· Maximum power output of 2.1 amps for each USB charge port - no power 

compromises!
· Also works with a range of other USB devices, like iPhone, iPod and other 

smartphones
· Portable size — swap between tables, offices, and classrooms

USB SuperCharger for  Charging Up to 4 iPads At Once

$59

http://www.ipevo.com/superCharger
Model no. 5-138-1-8004
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ACCeSSorIeS For teCh-enAbled ClASSroomS

$19.99

· Two ways to secure your laptop — keys (x2) and combination lock
· Great for administrators and managers — keep the keys and give the 

combination to your staff
· Forget-proof security — if you forget the combination, just use the keys
· High level of security for your valuable device; over 10,000 possible 

combinations
· Compatible with Kensington Security Slot; strong zinc-alloy cable measures 

6.56 feet (2 meters)

Dual Mode Laptop Security Lock

http://www.ipevo.com/dual_mode_laptop_lock
Model no. 5-138-0-8002

IPeVo doCument CAm ComPArISon

IPEVO  
DOCUMENT CAM  
COMPARISION

Price 

P2V

Connection

Pixel

Highest Resolution 

Max Shooting Area 

Max Shooting Area 
with Extension Stand 

Bulit-in LED Lights

Bulit-in Microphone 

Snapshot Button

Digital Zoom

Macro Focus

Video Recording 
(with 3rd party software)

Camera Detachable 

Anti-glare Shield 

Multi-jointed Stand

Software

Evernote Support

Weight

Accessories

System Requirements 

69.00 94.00 139.00 159.00

USB USB USB or VGA 
(directly to projector)

USB or WiFi

2.0 Megapixel 5.0 Megapixel 5.0 Megapixel 5.0 Megapixel

1600x1200 2592x1944 VGA Mode: 1920 x 1080
USB Mode: 2592 x 1944

WiFi Mode: 1600 x 1200
USB Mode: 2592 x 1944

9.4"x7.2"  
(240 x 182 mm)

12.4"x9.1" 
(315 x 230 mm)

13" x 9.6" 
(330 x 245 mm)

12.4" x 9.1"  
(315 x 230 mm)

17.71"x13.4"  
(450 x 340 mm) 

17.5" x 13"  
(445 x 330 mm)

N/A N/A

No No Yes No

No Yes No Yes (works on USB Mode only)

Yes No No No

6x 6x 6x 6x

Up to 2" (5 cm) Up to 2" (5 cm) Up to 2.2" (5.5 cm) Up to 2" (5 cm)

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Yes No No No 

No Yes No Yes

Yes Yes Yes Yes

IPEVO Presenter IPEVO Presenter IPEVO Presenter IPEVO Whiteboard App (for iPad)
IPEVO Presenter (for PC or Mac)

Yes Yes Yes Yes

0.89lbs (402 g) 1.62lbs (737 g) 2.2lbs (985 g) 1.25lbs (566 g)

Magnifying Lens

Microscope Adapter

Height Extension Stand

Carrying Case

WS-01 Wireless Station

Scan Kit

Height Extension Stand

Carrying Case

WS-01 Wireless Station

Scan Kit

Magnifying Lens

WS-01 Wireless Station

Scan Kit

Scan kit

Mac: 
Mac OS X 10.6 or higher 
 
PC: 
Microsoft Windows 8, 7, Vista or XP 
512MB RAM (1GB recommended) 
CPU 1.4GHz or higher

Mac:

Mac OS X 10.6 or higher 

1.4GHz CPU or higher (2.4GHz 
recommended)  
512MB RAM (1GB recommended)

200MB free hard disk space

256MB of dedicated video memory 
 
PC:

Microsoft Windows 8, 7, Vista or XP

1.4GHz CPU or higher (2.4GHz 
recommended)  
512MB RAM (1GB recommended)

200MB free hard disk space

64MB of dedicated video memory

iPad:

iOS 6.1 or later

Mac:

Mac OS X 10.6 or higher

1.4GHz CPU or higher (2.4GHz 
recommended)  
512MB RAM (1GB recommended)

200MB free hard disk space

256MB of dedicated video memory 

PC:

Microsoft Windows 8, 7, Vista or XP

1.4GHz CPU or higher (2.4GHz 
recommended)  
512MB RAM (1GB recommended)
 200MB free hard disk space

64MB of dedicated video memory

Ziggi-HD VZ-1 HD Dual Mode iZiggi HD Wireless

· Retractable lock secures your laptop without excess cable
· Compact security solution fits in your bag; perfect for travel and business trips
· Quick one-button operation; lock or retract the cable in seconds
· Secure more than your laptop; great for luggage, bags, tools and more
· Compatible with Kensington Security Slot; strong zinc-alloy cable measures 

4.26 feet (1.3 meters)

Retractable Laptop Security Lock

$19.99

http://www.ipevo.com/retractable_laptop_lock
Model no. 5-118-2-1000

· Hi-speed USB 2.0 male-to-female Extension Cable for your USB devices
· 16ft, 5 inches (5-meter) cable delivers extra length when you need it
· Type A plug-and-play, compatible with PC or Mac and many USB 2.0 devices
· Great for IPEVO document cameras like Point 2 View and Ziggi-HD
· Also compatible with the IS-01 Interactive Whiteboard System; ideal for 

classrooms
· Standard maximum speed of 480Mbps

USB Extension Cable for USB Doc Cam and IS-01

$6.50

http://www.ipevo.com/16ft_extension_cable
Model no. 5-138-2-8000

· Active USB extends the normal 16.4ft length limit so you can connect your USB 
2.0 device at any distance

· Daisy chain any number of cables to customize your total cable length
· Standard data transfer speed of 480Mbps; fully shielded for error-free 

connections
· PC or Mac, plug-and-play, and hot swappable
· Comes in 32.8-foot (10-meter) length; no external power needed for single 

32.8ft cable

USB Active Extension Cable for USB Doc Cam and IS-01

$39

http://www.ipevo.com/32ft_extension_cable
Model no. 5-118-2-1000

Mac:

Mac OS X 10.6 or higher 

1.4GHz CPU or higher (2.4GHz 
recommended)  
512MB RAM (1GB recommended)

200MB free hard disk space

256MB of dedicated video memory 
 
PC:

Microsoft Windows 8, 7, Vista or XP

1.4GHz CPU or higher (2.4GHz 
recommended)  
512MB RAM (1GB recommended)

200MB free hard disk space

64MB of dedicated video memory
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6 Ways to Improve 
Your Lesson with IS-01 
Interactive Whiteboard 
System and Annotator
IPEVO’s IS-01 Interactive Whiteboard System and Annotator Software can be a 
great addition to any classroom.  It is a tool that can help to improve any lesson 
or activity.  Here are just 6 ways IS-01 can help improve your lesson.  Have a 
suggestion on how you would use IS-01?  Let us know down in the comments.

InterACtIVe ClASSroom tIPS

competition to the mix with a "Geography Bee"-style 
elimination.

8. Mystery Object: Bring in one or more actual 
objects from the past — an arrowhead, a uniform 
patch from World War II, a newspaper article about 
a famous event — and stream it to everyone's iPad 
so they get an up-close view. Ask students to guess 
the object's period, function, importance, and more. 
This is a great visual lead-in to a lesson.

Art
9. Share Your Technique: Three to five iPads, when 
properly distributed, is the perfect amount to give 
smaller classes a "front row" view of your own 
artspace when you share brush techniques, drawing 
methods, collage construction, etc. A close-up tablet 
view can sometimes be better than a single large 
projection screen.

10. Camera Tour: For lessons in digital photography, 
take students through a detailed walkthrough of the 
actual camera itself and all of its buttons, menus and 
functions. Students can learn by doing and follow 
the video stream of your camera tutorial with their 
own cameras.

To pull this setup off, consider pairing the iPads with 
two products: the Ziggi-HD and the WS-01 Wireless 
Station. With just one WS-01, you can stream 2 or 3 
iPads simultaneously at 1600 x 1200 resolution, or 
up to 5 iPads at 1024 x 768 resolution.

The possibilities are endless, so "get your hands 
dirty" and give it a shot. Chances are you'll develop a 
unique activity that works for you and your class.

Math
1. Word Problems: Position a word problem under 
the doc cam, and stream it to groups of students. 
Each group discusses and collaborates on the best 
way to solve the word problem. Groups then share 
and compare their answers.

English
3. Fictionary: A fun word game is Fictionary, which 
you can play in groups. Find an obscure word in 
the dictionary and write it under the doc cam. The 
groups must come up with definitions for that word. 
Write down each "fake" definition along with the 
real definition. The groups then have to guess which 
definition fits the word.

4. Picture Books: For the younger crowd, reading 
picture books to the class can really be enhanced 

2. Pattern Blocks: A fun yet educational exercise for 
younger kids involves pattern blocks and tangrams. 
Show patterns with the doc cam. Groups must 
complete the patterns correctly with their blocks.

10 Great Classroom Activities Using iPad 
& Doc Cams
There are numerous options for teachers looking to invigorate their curriculum and get their students (re)
engaged and inspired. Let's take a look at what's possible when you pair a document camera with multiple 
iPads.

For the uninitiated, doc cams capture printed documents and 3D objects. What you do with that video is where 
it starts to get interesting. Sure, you can project the image onto a large screen for teaching sessions, but what 
happens when you stream it to multiple iPads at the same time? Memorable, effective, and just plain fun 
activities, that's what!

Here are ideas for some K-12 subjects to get your mind turning with all the possibilities:

Ziggi or Point 2 View
USB Document Camera

WS-01 Wireless Station

InterACtIVe ClASSroom tIPS

when another copy of the book is placed under the 
doc cam. Students can follow along on several iPads 
mounted throughout the class. Kids will love being 
able to follow along and see the artwork as you read.

6. Electrical Circuits: Give groups the tools they 
need to make simple electrical circuits. Provide 
instructions and diagrams with your doc cam, and 
then have each group create their own circuit — to 
light a light bulb, for one example — using batteries, 
wire, circuit boards and switches.

History
7. Geography: Share blank maps with groups 
using the doc cam. Students must fill out the maps 
(country names, capital cities, names of rivers and 
other natural features, etc.). You can add a little 

Science
5. Dissection: Frog dissection is one of those iconic 
science class events. You can share your dissection 
with the class so they get a better understanding of 
how to conduct their own dissection. The same is 
true for labs and demonstrations of all kinds.

Cannon Elementary
Grapevine, TX, USA

South Elementary
Mooresville, NC, USA

1. Powerpoint and Presentation Software:
IPEVO’s IS-01 Interactive Whiteboard System is compatible with any power point 
presentation software.  You can even write and highlight sections for emphasis 
when using IPEVO’s Annotator Software.

2. Interactive Games and Apps:
Create fun educational games with IPEVO’s Annotator and IS-01 Interactive 
Whiteboard System.  Any interactive application or website that your mouse can 
operate will be compatible with IS-01 and it’s interactive pen.

3. Checking Work and Teaching Lessons:
Load files and combine IS-01 with Annotator to write/draw and create an 
immersive lesson.  Or use any of IPEVO’s document cameras to project the image 
and annotate over it.

4. Interact with Videos:
Annotate and interact with live videos to help enhance your lesson.  IPEVO’s IS-01 
is compatible with YouTube and any media player.

5. Drawing:
Create drawings and notes using IS-01 and Annotator or other drawing 
applications like MS Paint to help in your lessons.

6. Write and Draw over Posters and Props:
Use any poster or prop and write/draw over it.  Be careful of any posters with a 
glossy surface as it can interfere with the Sensor Cam.

Bosco Catholic Schools System
Gilbertville, IA, USA

North Pike Elem
Summit, MS, USA

St. Patrick School
Cedar Falls, IA, USA

Dryden Elementary
IL, USA
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6 Reasons to Project Your 
iPad Screen with a Doc Cam
Do you need to project  iPad onto the big screen for your lecture or presentation?  
If so, you definitely need to know why a USB document camera is the best way 
to go. 
 
Reasons Why We Recommend an IPEVO Document Cam: 1. Compatible with 
all generations of iPad, apps and tablets. 2. Finger operations and gestures are 
captured. 3. Plug-and-play USB; no network configurations needed. 4. Effortlessly 
switch between devices and objects. 5. The perfect tool for distance education with 
iPad. 6. All of these features are combined in a $69 camera.

doCument CAmerA tIPS

3 Ways to Use IPEVO’s VZ-1 HD as an 
Inexpensive Desktop Magnifier
Do you know someone who needs help reading books, mail, or even digital screens 
like iPad or iPhone? Sometimes the text is just too small for older eyes or those with 
vision impairments. The conventional solution is a special document camera for the 
visually impaired, a device which can cost thousands of dollars. But with the IPEVO 
VZ-1 HD document camera, your loved one can enjoy a desktop magnifier for a small 
fraction of the cost.

There are three ways to use VZ-1 HD as a desktop magnifier. We’ll step you through 
each scenario.

InterACtIVe ClASSroom tIPS

1. Project All Apps or Tablets :
When it comes to projecting iPad, people turn to Apple technologies like Apple 
TV and AirPlay. However, AirPlay is not available on older iPads or iPhones, nor 
does it support every single app. With an IPEVO doc cam, you don't need to worry 
about compatibility. The camera simply captures everything displayed on your 
iPad, iPhone or any other tablet.

2. Offer a Complete Picture by Including Fingers and Gestures:
"How did you do that?" If you've ever been asked that question, you know the 
importance of showing actual operations and gestures on iPad with fingers 
visible. From piano apps to drawing math diagrams and more, finger gestures 
absolutely matter, and you can only capture them with a document camera.

3. No Need to Mess with Network Settings — Plug-and-play 
via USB:
To project your iPad with AirPlay, you need to link them both to the same network, 
which can sometimes cause problems and delays. With an IPEVO document 
camera, just plug in your camera to a USB port on your projector-linked computer 
and launch the software. You'll be ready to go in no time! And no hassling with 
the network or waiting on IT for help.

4. Effortlessly Switch Between Devices and Objects:
Sometimes you need to include more than one iPad in your lecture. And 
sometimes you need to show a book, a printed diagram, or something else entirely. 
No matter what material it is, an IPEVO doc cam projects it all. And there's no 
need to switch between different setups to present different types of material. Just 
slide your material under the doc cam to project it.

5. Remote Lectures are Easy with IPEVO:
An IPEVO document camera is easy to set up on PC or Mac, and it's perfect for 
webinars, video conferencing and distance education. All you need to do is select 
IPEVO Document Camera in Skype, start the video conference, and shoot the iPad 
to start your lecture.

6. Get All These Features Combined for Just $69 with  
Free Shipping:
An IPEVO document camera is the ideal tool for your iPad presentations. It's 
easy to use, it's portable, and it's affordable — as low as $69. Get it at a trusted 
retailer like Amazon, or purchase from www.ipevo.com and take advantage of free 
shipping.
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Point 2 View
USB Document Camera

live image projected onto big screen

lCd Projector

uSb

tablet

1. PC or Mac Setup:
VZ-1 HD can plug directly into any standard USB port on a PC or Mac. The first 
time you use it, you’ll need to install the included IPEVO Presenter software, 
which you can launch to bring up a window with the doc cam’s live image capture.
Position the text you want to enlarge underneath the doc cam, and it will appear 
in the Presenter window on the computer. Additionally, Presenter has a Full 
Screen mode to make the doc cam’s image fill the entire computer screen. Now the 
user can read the text as large as they need it to be.

You might also consider special software for the visually impaired which pairs 
perfectly with this setup. Software like ZoomText offers massive digital zoom, 
different font colors, high-contrast color schemes, and sharpening filters to make 
text even more readable.

2. TV, Monitor or Projector Setup:
You can “skip the computer” and plug VZ-1 HD directly into any TV, monitor or 
projector with a VGA port. Just plug a VGA cable into VZ-1 HD and then into your 
monitor or projector. Switch the resolution selector on the front of VZ-1 HD to “Auto. 
Res.” VZ-1 HD will automatically find the best resolution.

Position the text you want to enlarge underneath the document camera. VZ-1 HD’s 
multi-jointed swing-arm and special Macro mode let you position the camera 
extremely close to the text to make it nice and big.

3. iPad and WS-01 Wireless Station Setup:
iPad is also a great way to enjoy text and reading. Another of our products, the 
WS-01 Wireless Station, can work with VZ-1 HD and iPad to stream images 
wirelessly. Basically, when VZ-1 HD is connected to WS-01, WS-01 will send live 
video to iPad in real time over your existing WiFi.

Exact directions are found in the WS-01 manual. Overall, you need to connect WS-
01 to the Internet and then link WS-01 to iPad using a free program called IPEVO 
Whiteboard, available from the App Store. Once everything is connected, text 
captured by the doc cam will appear large and readable on the iPad screen.

At least one user of the VZ-1 HD, J. Waycott, has already weighed in about the 
camera’s use as an option for the visually impaired. He writes:

Hopefully you’ll have as much success as John! Please let us know if you have any 
questions, or if you’ve tried any of these setups. We’re interested to hear how the 
VZ-1 HD works for you.

“My Mother-In-Law is legally blind with very poor eyesight. We took her 
to a store which sells document cameras specifically designed for the 
visually impaired. They are not covered by her insurance, and at $3,000 
they are not affordable. I thought I could do better, so I began a search and 
found the IPEVO VZ-1 HD. I had an old 21-inch computer monitor, hooked 
the two up and brought it to my Mother-In-Law. The smile and glee when 
she recognized the faces on a 4×6 photo was priceless. She then tried a 
newspaper and was able to read the headlines. With concentration, she 
can read the print. She said ‘it’s a miracle’. While the VZ-1 HD is not really 
designed for visually impaired, it’s operation with a monitor or projector 
is simple enough. it is an inexpensive option for those who cannot afford 
over-priced ‘medical’ devices.” —Amazon Review by J. Waycott. 



IPeVo WIShPool

Point 2 View (P2V) USB 
Document Camera

“One way that I have used it a lot that I hadn't even 
thought about is reading a story and projecting it on 
to the Smartboard so that the whole class can see. 
Students can also come up and read certain parts or 
refer to print when questions are asked. 

- Cheryl McCrorey , South Elementary School, 
Mooresville, NC, USA

South Elementary
Mooresville, NC, USA

St. Luke's Science & Sports College
UK

“ I am able to zoom in and show my students exactly 
what I am referring to - be it the product of a 
chemical reaction, the set up of an electrical circuit 
or the crystals in a sample of granite - whether they 
are at the front or back of the class.

- Rich Pepperell, St. Luke's Science & Sports College, UK

Wishpool Helps Educators 
Create Tech-Enabled Classrooms
Wishpool is a pioneering program from IPEVO with one goal in mind: getting 
education technology into the hands of more teachers. We do this by giving 
away IPEVO teaching tools to deserving educators at no charge. By simply 
"making a wish" through Wishpool, educators from kindergarten to college can 
enjoy access to modern technology which makes their jobs easier, and which 
also makes a real difference in the education of their students.

As of March 2014, Wishpool has received over 3,400 technology “wishes” and 
has fulfilled over 1,700 of them. To read these inspiring wish stories and to 
make a wish at no charge, visit http://www.ipevo.com/wishpool.

www.ipevo.com/wishpool

IPeVo WIShPool

Ziggi USB Document 
Camera

Okehampton College
Okehampton, UK

Timber Creek High School
Erial, NJ, USA

“ It is so simple to use, the functionality is minimal 
but effective and the Ziggi focuses fine every time. 
Here is a pic of one of my colleagues using it to 
demo finger print taking during our forensics day.

- Sarah Mclintock, Okehampton College, UK

“ I  have used the Ziggi  Document Camera in 
demonstrations and to show examples of artwork. 
In a large class, it can be difficult to show smaller 
detailed work to the whole class at the same time. 

- Keith Kozak, Timber Creek High School, Erial, NJ, 
USA

IS-01 Interactive 
Whiteboard System

“ The interactive whiteboard system has definitely 
added to my students learning. Currently they are 
working on double digit multiplication in math. As 
students use the system to manipulate numbers on 
the whiteboard others are using their individual 
whiteboards to do the work. Everyone is engaged.

- Marita Schroeder, Bosco Catholic School System,  IA, USA

“My kids TRIPLE LOVE this product. They all want to 
work with the "magic wand" -- that's their wording 
for the IPEVO IS-01 Interactive Whiteboard System. 
I knew it would be beneficial in engaging kids 
with our lessons but I had no idea there would be 
a hidden benefit: great behavior. They are on their 
best behavior to have a turn at the ‘magic wand’.

- Gunnell, Crosby Middle School, KY, USA

“ It was so easy to use and really drew the students 
into the lesson! It worked on the concrete wall in the 
library, as well as the whiteboard in my classroom!

- Stephanie Peters, Bosco System, IA, USA

WS-01 Wireless Station 
for iPad and IPEVO USB 
Document Cameras

“ The kids are solving math problems and correcting 
writing errors all with their finger and an iPad. They 
LOVE doing the same work that they avoid doing on 
paper.

- Angie Godbout, South Elementary, Mooresville, 
NC, USA

“ This allows her to follow along with each lesson 
without having to look up at the screen.

- Amanda Plant, Savin Rock Community School, 
West Haven, CT, USA

Bosco Catholic School System 
Gilbertville, IA, USA

“A few years ago when the only thing I had was an 
overhead projector the students thought it was 
great that they could write on the whiteboard with 
the worksheet projected on the board, but this 
interactive whiteboard system is the best! They can 
do so much more with it. The lessons have become 
more engaging and hands-on. It takes the learning 
and the lesson to a whole new level. They love 
using the "magic wand"! Thank you so much for this 
system.

- Carabetsos, Paul Revere Primary, IL, USA

Paul Revere Primary
Blue Island, IL, USA

“ I have never seen so many students truly engaged 
to a math lesson and prepared to use a new piece of 
technology.

-Amy Augle, Wilkins Elementary School, IL, USA

Wilkins Elementary School 
Justice, IL, USA

USB SuperCharger Charge 
4 iPads Simultaneously

“ I teach Kindergarten in a non-profit school for students 
with learning differences. Technology is always a 
huge part of our day. The USB Super Charger has 
made it to where my students can all work on iPads at 
the same time without the fear of losing battery power 
or having to cut their time short because we have to 
return the iPads to the cart to be charged. This has 
been wonderful for keeping my students engaged! 
Thanks so much iPevo for this awesome gift!

- Kori Mackall, The Piedmont School, High Point, 
NC, USA

“Our first grade team has already put it to great use 
during our grade level meeting - each classroom 
teacher could charge their iPad and continue to 
work during our meeting.

- Brittany Mathews, Norwood Elementary School, 
NC, USA

“ I first used it in "anger" during an alternative 
learning day with a ‘CSI’ forensic science theme. 
Students in my groups were looking at fibre samples 
taken from a crime scene and attempting to match 
them with a fibre found on the victim of the crime.

- Nat Boyson, Budehaven community school,  
Bude, UK

Budehaven community school
Bude, UK

The Piedmont School  
High Point, NC, USA

Norwood Elementary School
Norwood, NC, USA

Microscope Adapter for P2V 
USB Document Camera

“ This  equipment  help ed my students  better 
understand the whole concept. It also allowed them 
to identify the decomposers and other matter in 
the compost. It helped the students to see how the 
decomposers move and function together too. This 
device enabled me to provide pictures and the actual 
microscopic live views of the compost.

- Amanda Haskins, Oak Hill Elementary, IN, USA

Oak Hill Elementary
Lowell, IN, USA
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IPeVo SPonSored eVentS

WebsiteLocationEdCamp Events Date

Exeter, UK http://teachmeet.pbworks.com/w/page/68007981/TM%20ExeterTeachMeet Exeter 01/22/14

Newcastle, UK http://teachmeet.pbworks.com/w/page/72309812/Omega@%20
Excelsior%20Academy%2024%2004%202014

TeachMeet Excelsior Academy 04/24/14

Liberty, MO, USA https://edcamp.wikispaces.com/Edcamp+LibertyEdCamp Liberty 01/11/14

Savannah, GA, USA http://www.edcampsavannah.org EdCamp Savannah 02/01/14

West Hollywood, CA, USA http://www.edcampla.org EdCampLA 02/22/14

Hellertown, PA, USA http://edcamplehighvalley.wordpress.comEdCamp Lehigh Valley 03/08/14

Columbus, OH, USA http://edcampcolumbus.wordpress.comEdCamp Columbus 03/01/14

Morristown, NJ, USA http://edcampaccessnj.org EdCampAccess NJ 03/08/14

Omaha, NE, USA http://edcampomaha.wikispaces.comEdCamp Omaha 03/22/14

Affton, MO, USA http://edcampstl.wikispaces.comEdcamp STL 02/08/14

IPEVO is a Proud Sponsor of  These Educational Events
IPEVO makes technology for educators, and we're committed to sharing the word about the positive impact technology 
can have in the classroom.

When we heard about EdCamp and its innovative "unconference" approach to continuing the ed tech conversation, we 
had to get involved. We've been a sponsor of several EdCamp unconferences and other education tech-centric events. 
These events are less about strict schedules and lecture formats, and more about teachers sitting down and having 
discussions with other teachers in less formal (but very productive!) settings. We think it's a great way to brainstorm, 
innovate and share what's working when it comes to education, and we're grateful to be in on the conversation. 

Here's a list of events IPEVO has sponsored so far in 2014 (last updated March 2014). Many more events are on its way!

WebsiteLocationOther Events Date

Arlington, VA, USA http://edcamparl.org Edcamp Arlington 03/29/14

Parkersburg, WV, USA http://edcampparkersburg.edublogs.org EdCamp Parkersburg 04/05/14

Bethesda, MD, USA http://edcampmetrodc.orgEdCamp MetroDC 04/05/14

Pittsburgh, PA, USA https://sites.google.com/a/msbordner.com/edcamppgh/ EdCamp PGH 04/05/14

DeKalb, IL, USA http://www.niu.edu/p20/projects/edcamp/index.shtml EdCamp Northern Illinois 04/08/14

Fort Wayne, IN, USA http://edcampfw.wordpress.comEdcamp Fort Wayne 05/03/14

Scranton, PA, USA http://edcampnepa.weebly.comEdCamp NEPA 05/10/14

Charlotte, NC, USA http://www.cpcc.edu/edcampEdCamp Charlotte 05/19/14

Please note that IPEVO offers volume discounts for educational institutions. For more information, please call us at 408-490-3085 or email us at sales-
america@ipevo.com.

* FREE FedEx Ground Shipping for orders exceeding $50 (except for shipping to Alaska and Hawaii)
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Yes$149
Interactive Whiteboard 
System IS-01

Yes$159
iZIggi HD Wireless 
Document Camera for 
iPad, PC and Mac 

Yes$94
Ziggi-HD USB
Document Camera

Yes$69
Point 2 View USB 
Document Camera

Yes*$19
Carrying Case for P2V 
USB Document Cam

Yes*$19
Magnifying Lens for P2V 
and VZ-1 USB Document 
Cam

Yes*$24
Height Extension Stand 
for P2V USB Document 
Cam

Yes$69
Wireless Station for iPad 
and USB Document Cams 
WS-01

No$79
60-Inch Projection Screen 
with Magnetic Backing 
for IS-01 IWB System

Yes*$29
Scan Kit for USB 
Document Cameras

Yes*$24
Extension Wand for  
IS-01 IWB System

Yes*$19
Microscope Adapter for 
P2V USB Document Cam
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Yes$139
Wireless Presentation 
System

$199 Yes
High-Definition Wireless 
Presentation System

Retractable Laptop 
Security Lock

Yes*$19.99

Dual Mode Laptop 
Security Lock

Yes*$19.99

Yes$59USB SuperCharger

Ot
he

r

$139 YesX1-N6 Internet 
Conference Station

Yes*

Yes*

$24
Height Extension Stand 
for Ziggi-HD USB 
Document Cam

Product Price Sheet

ProduCt PrICe Sheet

Yes$139
VGA/USB Dual-Mode 
Document Camera VZ-1

USB Extension Cable for 
USB Doc Cam and IS-01 
(16 Feet)

Yes*$6.5

USB Active Extension 
Cable for USB Doc Cam 
and IS-01 (32 Feet)

Yes*$39

Peoria, AZ, USA http://edcampphoenix.orgEdCamp Phoenix West 03/01/14

Jefferson City, MO, USA http://edcampjc.wikispaces.comEdCamp JC 04/12/14

Alexandria, LA, USA http://edcamp.wikispaces.com/Edcamp+Central+LouisianaEdCamp CENLA 04/12/14

Buchanan, TN, USA http://edcamp.wikispaces.com/Edcamp+TNEdCamp Tennessee 03/15/14
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Winnipeg, MA, CANADA http://edcampwpg.orgEdCampWinnipeg 05/31/14

Nashville, TN, USA http://teachmeetnashville.wordpress.com/TeachMeet Nashville 06/13/14

Tallahassee, FL, USA http://edcampleon.com/EdCamp Leon 06/14/14



How to Order
Mail 440 N Wolfe Road, Sunnyvale, CA 94085
Call  408-490-3085 | Hours of Operation Mon - Fri from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m Pacific time
Fax  408-516-8168 | Email  sales-america@ipevo.com | Online www.ipevo.com

Subtotal

Sales Tax2 Total

Grand Total

Shipping1 Total

Item Name Price Total

2Sales Tax
All orders being shipped to State of California are 
charged 8.75% sales tax. If you are a tax exempt 
organization, please contact us at 408-490-3085 for 
assistance. We will ask you to fax us a copy of your tax 
exempt certificate to 408-516-8168 and you can place 
the order with us over the phone.

1Shipping 
All school purchase orders are shipped free of charge 
within the Continental USA via Fedex Ground or 
comparable service. Shipping cost to Hawaii and 
Alaska depends on how much you are ordering 
and where it is shipping to. We do not ship to PO 
Boxes.

PriceQtyModel Number

Billing Information

name:

Phone:

Address:

City: State: ZIP:

Shipping Information

name:

Phone:

email:

Address:

City: State: ZIP:

Check (u.S. funds; no cash or C.o.d. accepted)
Visa American expressmasterCard

Methods of Payment

*Please enter the Credit Card Verification Number on your credit card. For Visa or 
MasterCard, this number is the last 3 digits printed on the back of your card. For 
American Express, it is a 4-digit number printed on the front of your card.

Signature (if charging)

Credit Card numbers:

Issuer's Phone:

Credit Card Issuer:

exp. date: Verification no.*:

order Form

Order Form

IPeVo W-9 Form

IPEVO W-9 Form for Vendor Registration
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Firm, steady grip secures your device

Built-in cord
management

Heavy duty
multi-jointed
swing-arm

Steady, 
weighted base 

Rock-Solid Stability and Versatile  
Hands-Free Capture
No blur, no handheld camera shake, and no compromises. The 
Articulating Video Stand is an essential tool for teachers, bloggers,  
and anyone interested in sharing their hobby, music, art or knowledge.

Ideal for Live Demonstrations and Tutorials of  
All Kinds
Use simple hand adjustments to position your capture device right 
where you need it — even downward and parallel to the table for 
documents. Ditch the limitations of standard stands.

Unlock the Full Video Capture Potential of  
iPhone's Camera
iPhone's great HD camera deserves shake-free, expert camera 
placement. Create serious videos for teaching, for business, for your 
blog, or for your hobby. End the distractions of amateur capture.

Turn Your iPhone or iPod Touch into a  
Document Camera
Courtesy of the free IPEVO Presenter app, share documents, artwork, 
annotations and 3D objects by transforming your iPhone or iPod Touch 
into a multipurpose document camera. 

Maximum Security for Maximum Peace of Mind
High-quality construction features a 2.1-lb. weighted base which 
prevents tip-overs, even at full extension. And a strong, rugged grip 
maintains firm hold of your device at all times.

Capture Stop-Motion and Time-Lapse Videos  
with Ease
Whether it's stop-motion films in art class or time-lapse experiments in 
science class, Articulating 
Video Stand delivers the stability necessary for these special capture 
scenarios.

Reviews from Amazon

— D. M.

"The build quality is awesome. The hinges feel like good quality 
laptop hinges: plenty of friction, no slip at all, yet still easy to move.”

"This is a great stand that allows filming or picture taking without 
any camera shake or wobble. The stand is extremely sturdy but very 
flexible." 

— P. Z.

"One of the coolest features is the ability to stream video to a laptop 
using a top-down perspective. I teach a large music lecture course, 
and it's sometimes useful to show parts of a music score through the 
projection system."

— S. W.

Articulating Video Stand  
for iPhone and iPod touch AT-ST

Agile and Poised iPhone Stand for 
Superior Video and Image Capture $69

 Specifications
4.3″ x 4.3″ x 8.9″ (110 x 110 x 226 mm)

Weight 2.6 lbs (1175g)

Compatible with iPhone 4/4s/5/5s/5c, iPod Touch 4/5

Black 

LxWxH 

Agile and Poised iPhone Stand for Superior Video and Image Capture

· Hands-free operation and perfect alignment for expert, adaptable capture 

· Multi-jointed swing-arm — position your iDevice in any direction and at any height

· 2.1-lb weighted base — a broad, sturdy foundation prevents shaking or tip-overs

· Heavy-duty swiveling hinge allows you to achieve any angle and orientation  

· Firm, tight grip holder keeps your iDevice safely and securely mounted

· Soft rubber inside the grip protects your device; cord clip keeps your charge cord tidy

Articulating Video Stand 
for iPhone and iPod touch $69

www.ipevo.com/at-st
Model No. 5-860-1-08-00

AT-ST

Color *iPhone not included


